My War Memories, 1914-1918
beginning of the war had compelled the General Staff to institute it as a measure of self-help. All censorship must excite opposition, and this will, of necessity, become more vocal as pacifist tendencies gain ground and the currents of domestic politics find themselves kept within bounds. GJHLQ. suffered much from this. The appointment, in the autumn of 1916, of the Minister for War as the supreme military authority at home did something to ease my position with regard to the Press. Unfortunately in 1917 the Minister refused to take over the Chief Censorship Bureau,
The Press of our Allies was better controlled by their Govern-ments than was the case with us; in Bulgaria and Turkey, however, it had not the importance it possessed in Germany and Austria-Hungary, Our Allies also exercised a severe political censorship,
In Austria-Hungary the Government failed to take any steps to maintain moral or to rally the nation to action. In their last fight for existence the Governments of the Dual Monarchy were in no sense the leaders of their peoples.
Public opinion in Turkey was almost inarticulate, though rather less so in Bulgaria, where also the Government failed to lead the people,
It was particularly painful for us to see with what lack of appreciation Germany was spoken of in the Press of her Allies* Our Nibelung loyalty was, after all, no mere empty word, and the German blood spilt on foreign fields should have earned us gratitude at least. In the end Lieut.-Culnncl Nicolai succeeded in making definite arrangements for the publication of military news, at any rate in the Press of the Quadruple Alliance, and this mitigated the evils to a certain extent. Tours of journalists from the allied countries were also expected to do useful educational work, but did not, in fact, make much difference.
In this matter also our Government failed to take energetic measures. It should have undertaken explanatory propaganda on a large scale among our Allies, and thus have done good service to the Fatherland for the post-war period as well.
By degrees the military foreign propaganda department established branches in the allied countries*
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